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Résumé

What happens if you are a trans* person, and you do not have access to the supplies or
accessories you need to fully adopt the gender identity of your choice? This issue of access
could be linked to the availability of these supplies to you locally, your economic resources, or
your social liberty. In a dynamic metropolitan context, it may be easier to procure packers
and binders, or to shop openly for clothing and lingerie in a section some may view off limits
to you. But, in some smaller cityscapes, procuring trans accessories could be difficult, and
in rural settings, where perhaps the only store available is Wal-Mart, it may seem impos-
sible. The virtual space of Internet shopping provides access to some of these accessories,
but on-line purchases require financial resources, and they are not entirely private, therefore
making them risky for some people.
However, there is another Internet space that provides an alternative: some social media
groups provide inspiration, patterns, and emotional support for making your own packers
and binders, in addition to adapting patterns for dresses and lingerie to a variety of body
types. Many parents are dealing with the question of how to create gender fluid clothing for
their children-either CIS children who prefer clothing motifs deemed in opposition to their
gender (girls wanting dinosaur dresses, or boys wanting princess shorts and T-shirts), or chil-
dren wanting to wear or sew outfits that do not conform to society’s set binary idea of how
a girl or boy should dress. The social media groups are also a place to share patterns and
ideas for annual PRIDE parades, with many rainbow motifs and patterns being circulated
among trans* and CIS ally members who are preparing to meet up in person.

Furthermore, these groups, which are often closed to the general public, create a safe space of
transition for their members and for parents to post ”proud” photos of their children dressed
in ways deemed inappropriate elsewhere. Although the groups are made up of members
from all over the gender continuum, they promote a policy of respecting preferred pronouns,
encouraging members to post as such. Sometimes, birth announcements are shared when
a person declares their new gender, emphasizing the point of transition in their life. And,
perhaps the strongest way in which these groups are an ally to the transitioning population
is that they make it possible to create desired accessories using what people already have on
hand or what can be easily procured in a mainstream store.

The goal of this study is to analyze how trans* and queer people, along with allies, cre-
ate their own place in society through the virtual space of DYI sewing and crafting social
media groups. More precisely, we will investigate how the factors of class and geographic
location (urban vs. rural settings) impact the need for (or desire to) make the accessories
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rather than purchase them on-line. Finally, we will examine how the virtual space generates
activism that impacts the georeferential (mappable) space of the cityscape, often resulting
in the establishment of trans* friendly crafting locales. In this way, the closed social media
groups function as a means to transform the city through craftivism.
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